Ad viewability hits 3½-year high
London, 26 January 2018 – UK ad viewability levels have hit their highest level since the second quarter of
2014, according to the latest quarterly benchmark report from ad verification company Meetrics.
In the final quarter of 2017, the proportion of banner ads served that met minimum viewability guidelines
rose from 52% to 56% – the first time levels have risen for three consecutive quarters.
"Despite previous, albeit small, jumps, we’ve been cautious about being too positive but yet another rise,
the joint biggest we’ve seen in consecutive quarters, suggests the battle is being won,” said Philipp von
Hilgers, Meetrics’ CEO and Co-Founder. “The jump is particularly impressive as in most markets viewability
drops in the final quarter due to higher activity – driven by Christmas – which leads to lower quality
placements resulting in lower viewability, so the UK has done very well to override this trend.”

The UK, which traditionally lags far behind the other seven European countries in which Meetrics
measures viewability, is starting to look more comparable: it has overtaken both Switzerland (48%) and
Poland (50%) and is only just behind Germany (55%). Austria (67%) leads the way followed by Italy (63%),
France (62%) and Sweden (61%).
Ads are deemed viewable if the meet the IAB and Media Ratings Council’s recommendation that 50% of
the ad is in view for at least one second. The average time a UK ad was in view (but not necessarily
viewed) rose by 15% to 24.3 seconds.
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About Meetrics GmbH
Since 2008 Meetrics has provided cutting edge solutions to master online marketing across all channels, creating a
transparent and a more efficient digital ecosystem. The key areas Meetrics focuses on are: Viewability, Fraud

Prevention, Brand Safety and Audience Verification. Meetrics is the first European vendor to be accredited by the
leading industry committee, the MRC, for measuring both Display and Video Ads. In addition, Meetrics is certified by
ABC/JICWEBS. World's leading advertisers like P&G, L'Oréal and General Motors rely on Meetrics’ products and
services. On the publisher side, renowned companies like AOL, Condé Nast, RTL and Sanoma trust in Meetrics'
extensive experience in digital marketing.
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